Questions Submitted for BID#1900-13
Little River Park- Improvement Fencing
1. Will the fence be montage (residential grade) or montage plus (commercial grade)?
Commercial grade
2. The Specifications for the 4’H Ornamental Fence is too vague. Can we get the size of the 3
horizontal rails, vertical pickets and the posts? If there are no specifications issued, there will be
a lot of different products bid and you may not get what you’re expecting.
1.5” X 1.5” rails
¾” pickets
6” gate posts
3” fence posts
3. I am looking to get a bit of information on the Little River Park Drainage Improvements Fencing
project, is there a specific material of ornamental fencing that is required on this project? Steel
or Aluminum?
Steel
4. I SEENO FENCE SPEC ON THIS WAT KIND OF OR HOW BIG STEEL PLATE 4 BOLT OR 2 BOLT DO
YOU NEED A CLEARANC UNDER BOTTOM REIAL OF FENCE OR BOTTOM REIAL TO BE FLUSH WITH
TOP OF WALL
3/8” Steel Plate with 4 concrete anchor bolts. Bottom of fence to be flush with top of wall.
5. How far from top of wall to bottom to the bottom rail of fence you need some cleaning to top of
wall what size of plate for post how many bolt per plate to top of wall what size anchor bolts
plate to be welded to post
3/8” Steel Plate with 4 concrete anchor bolts. Bottom of fence to be flush with top of wall

6. Does the fence need to meet IBC Code rating, also would Aluminum fence be an
approved equal if it was of the same dimensions that are specified?
It needs to be steel. It does not need to meet IBC Code rating, there is no IBC Code for
fencing along water ways. However, the Department of Transportation Code for fencing
along waterways should be followed.

**Addendum 2 will be issued next week. It will consist of drawings and
more specific specs.
**Addendum #1 was issued April 26th. Be sure to check the following
site:
https://www.cityofmoore.com/departments/finance/city-bids-1

